
 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Atelier de Arta Decorativa 
 

(Instructori : Irina Mavrochefalos, Alexandru Stoian) 
 
 

 
 
Ziua 1 (5 August) : Introducere in “Arta decorativa” 
 Participantilor le vor fi prezentate cele doua obiective primare ale 
atelierului nostru : string-art si casting ;si un scurt istoric ale acestora, urmand 
sa invete cum sa lucreze cu diversele materiale si cum sa aplice tehnicile 
asociate. 
 
Zilele 2-3 (6-7 August) : Casting 
 Casting,tehnici de baza,crearea si retusarea modelelor. 
 
Zilele 4-5 (8-9 August) : String-Art 
 Lucru in string-art,crearea de diverse modele. 
 
(Optional : se pot face masti oricand , intre zilele 2-5) 
 
Ziua 6 (10 August) : Incheierea programului 

Retusarea modelelor ,(decorarea mastilor si a modelelor), sfarsitul 
programului/prezentare de final. 
 

  



 

 

 

 

Decorative Arts Workshop 
(Instructors: Irina Mavrochefalos, Alexandru Stoian) 

 
 
  
 
Day 1 (5th of August) : Introduction to the workshop.  
 We will introduce the participants to the two main focuses of our 
workshop: string art and casting. A short history of the two will be presented, 
and then they will be taught how to work with the different materials and how 
to apply related techniques. 
 
Day 2 - Day 3 (6th and 7th of August) :  Casting 
 Work on castings, basic techniques, creating the models and making 
finishing touches. 
 
Day 4 - Day 5 (8th and 9th of August) :  String-art 
 Work on string-art, creating various patterns of string art decoration.  
 
(Optional: Mask making anytime during the workshop throughout days 2 to 5) 
 
Day 6 (10th of August): Ending work 

Wrapping up, making finishing touches on the models, (decorating the 
masks if any and the casting models), end of the program. 
  



 

 

 

 

About String-Art 

 String art, or pin and thread art, is characterized by an arrangement of 

colored thread strung between points to form abstract geometric patterns or 

representational designs such as a ship's sails, sometimes with other artist 

material comprising the remainder of the work. Thread, wire, or string is 

wound around a grid of nails hammered into a velvet-covered wooden board. 

  String art has its origins in the 'curve stitch' activities invented by Mary 

Everest Boole at the end of the 19th Century to make mathematical ideas 

more accessible to children.It was popularised as a decorative craft in the late 

1960s through kits and books. 

 

Casting 

Lifecasting allows creation of exact portraits and body reproduction, 

works which may have artistic and personal value. Lifecasting is regularly 

practiced in the special effects industry, where it is used in the creation of 

prosthetics, props and animatronics, most commonly for film and television.  

Lifecasting is the process of creating a three-dimensional copy of a living 

human body, through the use of molding and casting techniques. The most 

common lifecasts are of torsoes, hands and faces, and it is possible for an 

experienced lifecasting practitioner to copy any part of the body. Lifecasting is 

usually limited to a section of the body at a time, but full-body lifecasts are 

achievable too. Compared with other three-dimensional representations of 

humans, the standout feature of lifecasts is their high level of realism and 

detail. Lifecasts can replicate details as small as fingerprints and pores. 

Lifecasting is considered a sculptural art by some, while others think it is more 

a technical skill and the work of artisans. 


